Get a Smart Reward for Smart THERMOSTATS

REWARD YOURSELF FOR BEING EFFICIENT!

To claim your reward, visit smartrewards.snopud.com and click on the Claim Reward button at the top.
Installing a smart thermostat can help you reduce energy costs and keep your home comfortable year-round. Smart thermostats can learn your daily schedule and use local weather information to make energy-saving temperature changes automatically.

Because they are Wi-Fi enabled, smart thermostats allow you to manage your home heating/cooling system from anywhere, using your mobile device.

$75 PUD Reward
The PUD offers a $75 reward to eligible customers who purchase and install a qualified smart thermostat in their home.

Eligibility Requirements
If you are a PUD customer, your home is heated by an electric forced air furnace or ducted heat pump, and you live in a single family (not exceeding 4 attached units) or manufactured home, you are eligible for this Reward. (One per home.)

The thermostat must be on the Qualified Products List in effect at the time of purchase (see website below), and you must apply for your Reward within 90 days of purchase. Reward may not exceed purchase price.

Installation Requirements
To qualify, your thermostat must
- be set to your home’s geographic location
- have the occupancy detection set to “on”
- be registered as connected with the manufacturer
- be programmed to recognize the heat pump system (if it is controlling a heat pump)

The thermostat may be installed by either you or your contractor.

Energy Hotline: 425-783-1700
Monday through Friday, 8 AM to 5 PM

Qualified Products List:
snopud.com/thermostats